
Whether you credit the government or not, the army has

finally and aptly changed the strategy from non-violence to befit-

ting retaliation. Uri attack which angered the nation eventually

broke the limits in all ways. But the nation was of belief that

nothing can happen or India will again take a diplomatic stance

and Pakistan based terrorists will continue to play with the lives

of Indians. But then the news of a Surgical Strike broke. And

now, since then Army has been replying to every dare coming

from across the border. This is a change for good. This may

not stop all the violations as terrorists are misguided badly to

kill people for an insane objective but at least they and their

handlers will expect a call

back from Indian Army.

Last week, some terror-

ists left the body of an Indian

soldier mutilated which was

more than enough reason to payback. Indian Army said that

they will send a befitting reply and the very next day, the Army

launched a retaliatory fire assault at some Pak army positions

and inflicted a massive damage to at least four posts across

the border.

The changed attitude of the army has put a new energy in

all Indians. It obviously needed a strong government intentions

to not only protect the country men from being targeted unnec-

essarily but also appear as a strong nation which can reply to

any attack anytime. And the free hand to army is a stepping

stone in this direction. Surgical Strike wrote a new chapter and

from there they have nothing to look back. All what terrorist can

expect a more than befitting reply for any dare they attempt on

India.

All the Battalion commanders along the LOC have been

given a free hand to reply properly for any violation. Army could

hitherto only mourn on brutality of terrorists on their soldiers

and countrymen but now they can take revenge. 

Revenge means they will only reply to acts by the enemy

which keeps the peaceful image of India intact. Additionally, it

reiterates that the army will not keep any bullets from neigh-

bors, it will send them back across the border with additional

interest.
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Editorial 

Yet another hit song by
Dr. Hari Om

'Yaadein - Socha Naa Tha Zindagi', a video song sung and

acted by Dr. Hari Om, an IAS Officer , currently working as

Secretary of Department of Culture in UP, has achieved more

than 1 lac hits on YouTube. Famous TV host and Music Director

Raj Mahajan has given music in this song. Obviously! He is the

same Raj Mahajan who made headlines on all the leading news-

portals as a probable guest in Bigg Boss 10. Music Director

and Managing Director of Moxx Music Company Raj Mahajan

says about this song, "This song is very close to my heart. One

more song, which also been voiced by Dr. Hari Om only

'Majbooriyaan' is also very close to my heart. Both the songs

are expression of the story of my life. I feel good when any of

my creations achieves the success." Famous TV actress Nidhi

Nautiyal has acted in this music video opposite to Secretary of

Department of Culture, Dr. Hari Om Om and currently working

in movies of south. IAS Hari Om, who has worked as Collecter

and DM in some areas of Uttar Pradesh including Gorakhpur

and Kanpur says, "This song is close to the heart of audience

specially the young audience. This is why this song has

received so much appreciation. 


